
 

What to do with a Barcode? 

 

Today’s software systems for metal service centers often provide for the use of barcodes to assist 

with managing inventory.  In addition to this classic use for barcodes, software  systems could 

allow for using barcodes in other ways to streamline operations and save additional time and 

money.  Following are some classic and creative ways to use barcodes in a service center 

operation: 

 

1) Inventory Control – for those tracking heat-lots in inventory, a tag with a barcode label can be 

attached to material upon receipt.  Depending on the type of material, there are several ways to 

attach labels (e.g. wire-tie, expansion clip, directly on metal, etc.).  Once inventory has been 

tagged with a barcode, hand-held portable computers with laser scanners can then be used to 

perform inventory control functions.   

 

Physical inventory counting can be streamlined by scanning the barcode label and entering the 

quantity associated with that lot of material.  The recorded information would then compare with 

the inventory record in the database, and report on any variances.  For those not tracking 

individual heat-lots in inventory, a barcode with the part number and dimension could be attached 

to the rack, which could then be scanned and the quantity entered to update the physical inventory 

database. 

 

Warehouse locations can be recorded or changed, by putting a barcode label on the rack or bin, 

then scanning the label on the rack and all of the material tags in that location. 

 

2) Order Processing – a barcode of the sales order and line numbers can be printed on the sales 

order/pick ticket/work order/delivery ticket documents and used to enhance order fulfillment 

processes.  By scanning the barcode on the document, and then scanning the labels on inventory, 

warehouse personnel can efficiently allocate specific heat-lots of material to specific orders, 

updating inventory availability and preparing the order for shipping in real-time. 



 

If multiple processes are required to meet customer requirements, order status can be updated by 

providing a barcode of the Status Code at the workstation.  The software could allow operators the 

ability to scan the Status Code and then the sales/work order document as it arrives, which would 

immediately update order status in the database. In addition, employees could scan badges and 

work orders to update time spent on specific jobs in a job costing module. 

 

Traffic Managers could scan a truck number and scan the barcode on the work orders to assign 

orders to a truck for delivery.  Upon final loading, all the inventory tags on the truck could be 

scanned to verify everything for each order assigned to the truck has been loaded, catch if 

anything has been loaded mistakenly, and verify weight of the material loaded. 

 

3) Document Management – printing documents with barcodes of the document numbers on them 

can also offer document handling efficiencies.  For example, when a truck returns with a stack of 

signed delivery tickets, they could be placed in a scanner in a batch, and then scanned, archived 

and indexed to the appropriate customer file automatically. 

 

4) Customer Service – customer specific shipping labels can be printed at shipping time with text 

and barcodes of the information important to each customers receiving department, to help your 

customers streamline receiving the material you ship them. 

 

These are a few of the classic and perhaps somewhat novel uses of barcodes in a metal center.  

Using barcodes can significantly reduce error rates in recording transaction information, can 

update critical database files immediately improving the flow of information, and can provide 

improved services to your customers.  With some imagination, no doubt more innovative uses for 

barcodes in your business will be forthcoming. 


